Product Guide

SBC Broadband
Solutions
Truly unlimited, super reliable
broadband connectivity options with
no limits, no restrictions and no
worries.

From basic applications like
email, through to using hosted
applications and converged
solutions incorporating voice
and video conferencing
technology, our high speed,
reliable broadband solutions
enable your business to share
information faster than ever
before.

Overview
We offer a range of great value, multi-award winning, reliable Internet
connectivity solutions, designed with businesses in mind. Our partner
delivery infrastructure ensures you get the speed and bandwidth you
need. No matter what size your business, we can help you ‘get
connected’.

Unlimited Fibre Office – Only £39.95 per month
If you’re looking for a truly unlimited super-fast connectivity solution
that you can rely on, consider our Unlimited Fibre Office package.
Download speeds of up to 76Mbps
Upstream speeds of up to 19 Mbps
Static IP address included as standard
Speed and performance SLAs
Lead time: 10-15 working days
Truly unlimited usage
No traffic management slowdowns
Line rental only £11.67 per month

Choosing the Right Solution
When deciding on the most
appropriate Internet
connectivity solution, consider
the following:
Types of applications in use
now and in the future – how
much bandwidth will you
need?
Budget available
Installation timescale
requirements
Available options – not all
solutions are available in all
areas

Contact us for a free
speed estimate
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Unlimited ADSL Broadband Office – Only £22.95 per month
If you’re looking for a cost effective ADSL Internet connectivity solution
that you can rely on, consider our Unlimited broadband package.
Download speeds of up to 17Mbps
Upstream speeds of up to 1Mbps
Static IP address included as standard

About SBC
SBC are a long-established
provider of business broadband
solutions, in business for over
25 years. We’re dedicated to
providing high-quality, reliable,
business broadband services to
small and medium sized
businesses throughout the UK.

Lead time: 10-15 working days
Truly unlimited usage
No traffic management slowdowns
Line rental only £11.67 per month

Leased Lines
True business class connectivity options offering symmetrical speeds,
guaranteed bandwidth and 1 100% premium SLA honoured by service
credits. Leased Lines are ideal if you:
Have several offices or buildings spread across a local area
Require guaranteed Internet bandwidth
Need to transfer large quantities of data quickly and reliably between
sites for data backup and disaster recovery
Are running costly older technologies

EFM (Ethernet in the First Mile)
Provides high bandwidth connectivity which is reliable, scalable, resilient
and capable of carrying business critical applications. EFM is a key
enabling technology for Cloud Computing, eCommerce and Remote
Working. It uses multiple copper pairs instead of fibre to deliver
guaranteed symmetrical speeds, backed by a comprehensive SLA.
Speeds of 10-35Mbps
Lead time: Minimum 30 working days

Contact Us
Southern Business Communications Ltd
1 The Broadway, Andover, Hampshire, SP10 2JF
Tel: 01264 336644
Email: info@sbclimited.co.uk
Web: www.sbclimited.co.uk

As a proven specialist with
experience in technology and
communication services, we
have the knowledge and
expertise to provide your
business with true voice and
data connectivity options all
backed by our unrivalled UK
based technical support
department.

